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Self-proclaimed hippie inspired by existentialist
Although philosophy and feminism
may seem like two different fields of
study, the fact of the matter is that they
have been intimately related by scholars
in both disciplines. One such person is
Margaret (Peg) Simons, who for many
years was a faculty member and former
chair of the department of philosophy at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.
Simons initially wanted to be a medical
doctor, but switched her ambition after
taking an undergraduate English class.
“It was my English comp class, my
English 101 class at the University of
Michigan,” Simons said. “The guy was a
former priest. He showed off the calluses
on his knees one day in class.”
A native of Wyandotte, Mich., she
obtained her doctorate from Purdue
University in Indiana. Simons came from
a big industrial arts high school outside
of Detroit and had never had much liberal
education. She just lived for dancing and
music.
“It was Motown,” Simons said. “It was
a wonderful time, but I didn’t study very
much. So when I got to the University of
Michigan this guy gave us an assignment
to write a paper on liberal versus practical
education. I was sucking up to the professor. I knew he believed in liberal education so I wrote about liberal education and
I convinced myself.”
She then became interested in a woman
whose path was quite unique in terms of
her public persona, her philosophy and
her outlook on life: Simone de Beauvoir, a
champion of existentialism.
Existentialism is a philosophical current
that emphasizes the existence of the individual person as a free and responsible
agent, determining his or her own development through acts of the will.
“Beauvoir was an important existentialist writer in post-war France. Her major
period of fame was in the 1950s and 60s,
the heyday of existentialism worldwide,”
Simons explained. “In the 70s she became
very active in the women’s movement.
In 1949 she wrote a book called ‘The
Second Sex,’ which interested me because
I became part of the women’s liberation
movement.”
Simons calls herself “an old hippie,”
and in the 60s she was in the women’s
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Dr. Margaret Simons (far left) and colleagues.
liberation movement while at Purdue
University. “Beauvoir ’s ‘The Second Sex,’
which was very philosophically dense,
had a terrible translation,” she said. “You
had to read it in French to get all of the
philosophy. But it was very intriguing.
It was sexual liberation, which I liked, of
course, being a hippie and a Marxist. It
was the anti-Vietnam war era, so it was
very timely in the 70s.”
Another important book by Beauvoir
was “Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter,” a

book about her mother ’s death. “Beauvoir
was raised very Catholic so she struggled
with this romantic denial of women subjectivity that she was taught as a child and
the denial of her sexuality. She became an
important leader for a sexual liberation
movement in the 50s. I didn’t know about
that until recently when I was working
on a volume of her feminist writings.”
Beauvoir never married or had children,
and one wonders if the lack of those experiences influenced her views on sexuality.

“I bet,” said Simons. “Your ideas are
going to flow from what you experience. I
don’t have any children. I am married, but
I don’t have any children and that was a
choice, but my mother was what they call
a career woman in the days before they
had daycare centers. It was very hard for
her to find childcare and I took care of my
younger sister and I realized how hard
that was.” Simons is very sympathetic to
women of this younger generation who
are determined to have children and a

career.
“You must realize that it is very difficult to move these institutions that were
founded on the model of an individual
male who didn’t have those responsibilities,” Simons said. “So a lot of people
responded to Beauvoir very positively
even though you’d think they might be
really opposed to each other because
she wanted liberation and equality for
women.” Another aspect of the personal
life of Simone de Beauvoir is the fact that
she had many lovers, of both sexes.
“In a sense she was an heir to the 19th
century tradition of women having a
culture among themselves,” Simons said.
“She attended a Catholic girls school, no
boys were there. In the 19th century they
had very different spheres, women in one
and men in the other, and these female
friendships, this intense emotionality,
was what was encouraged.” At the time
women were supposed to be the moral
leaders and the heart was in the home.
“That’s where women were supposed
to be, and there was no room for morality
and cutthroat capitalism, so you had these
separate spheres,” explained Simons. “In
a sense those intense emotional, and for
her sexual, relationships grew out of really a 19th century experience. But she
denied all that. She denied the philosophy. She denied the sexual relationships
with women. And she continued to deny
her work in philosophy after I met her.”
Yes, Simons interest in Beauvoir was so
intense that she decided to go to Paris to
meet her.
“She never, in all the years I met with
her, and I met with her probably a dozen
times, she never answered a question
from me about her philosophy in ‘The
Second Sex.’”
Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville. His show,
“Segue,” can be heard every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be
reached at College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.
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Pictured are MCAHCE Board members who attended a 2015 District Planning Meeting in Effingham in August sponsored by
Illinois Association for Home and Community Education who has been cookin' for 90 years which is the 2014 IAHCE Theme.
In front are, from left: Cathy Staroba, Gloria Hartmann, Maureen Bets, Carol Chappel, Joyce Cornwell. In back are, from left:
Cheryl Hacker, Beth James, Vi Huebner and Claudia Harju.

Events planned for HCE Week
For the Intelligencer
The Madison County Association for Home
and Community Education (MCAHCE) will celebrate HCE Week October 6-12th with International
Night—Germany on the evening of October 6th
at the Farm Bureau Auditorium, Edwardsville.
This is a week (or month) each Illinois county
sets aside to showcase HCE in our counties and
communities.
In Madison County, a little history of the start
of Home Bureau which eventually became Home
and Community Education began with Truman
May, who was Farm Adviser in the county in
1936. He was one who was central to the organization of Home Bureau. Realizing the need to
interest women in such an organization, May got
women together from 12 townships in April of
that year.
There were farm women in the county that
realized the importance of Home Bureau as well.
Articles had appeared in the Prairie Farmer, an
Illinois periodical citing accomplishments of farm
women belonging to the Illinois Home Bureau,
inspired Leta Plocher and Elsie Castle, who went
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Bly said that most of these artists are from
the St. Louis metropolitan or southern Illinois
areas, but a few, like Petrides, are located
further away. “Olivia is from Chicago. She
teaches at the Art Institute in Chicago. She’s
taught there 25 years so when she reaches
back 20, 30 years for her work, its really the
work that she was making when she started
teaching,” Bly noted.
Petrides’ works include a combination of
oil panting and charcoal drawing with a common thread of featuring landscape as a subject matter. Bly elaborated about Petrides’
work explaining that she likes to travel and
work on site at locations that have includ-

about the county to distribute membership cards
and information about Home Bureau and encourage these women to attend the upcoming meeting.
As a result of Truman May, Mrs. Plocher, Mrs.
Castle and other women, 324 members attended
the first meeting on December 1, 1936. Mary
Strubinger (later became Knecht) began work as
the first home adviser in Madison County, January
25, 1937.
One of the first lessons in the 30’s was “Soap
Making”, “Standards for Adequate Nutrition”,”
Good Food Habits for the Family”,” What Women
Should Know about Legal Papers”, “Accessories
for the Home: Their Place and Arrangement”.
In 2015 some of the lessons for living include
“Landscaping with Perennials”, “Mindfulness and
Soul Care”; “Cooking with Fresh Vegetables”, “
Jest for the Fun of It—Laughing Aerobics”etc. In
1962, the name of the organization was changed
from Home Bureau to Homemakers Extension
Association (HEA). The name change reflected
a greater identity with the University of Illinois
Cooperative Extension Service and a partnership
with HEA. In 1993 the name changed to Family
and Community Education and in 1995 it changed
to Home and Community Education. Home and

ed Greenland, Iceland, and France. Her
more current work features the beauty of the
Aurora Borealis. “So her new work is like
these wisps of light and shadow that sort of
move together like wind and that combines
in with these mountain views and cave views
coming from different locations,” Bly said.
“So for her it’s like the geographical location
inspires some of the moves that she makes
with her work.”
The work of Jack Decoteau includes his
early work of “very intimate” cast bronze
figurines that stand about 4 to 5 inches tall, his
mid-career work of drawings and drawings on
ceramic plates as well as his latest work in photography. “So where Olivia has stayed within the spectrum of working in painting and
drawing, Jack has moved from sculpture into
drawing into photography, back into sculpture
and drawing together,” Bly said.
Bly felt the common thread in Decoteau’s

Community Education’s goal is to enrich our lives,
homes and communities by learning, sharing and
volunteering. In the beginning, the organization
may have targeted the rural area but now it reaches out to the homes in villages, towns, the suburbs
and cities—open to both men and women.
In recent years, we have sponsored various
events to enrich our communities and involve
the public such as Emergency Preparedness
Fair—April 2013, Quilt Show and Dessert Tasting;
Christmas in November—Buttons and Bows on
November 6, 2014; Winter Warm Up/Summer
Cool Down craft workshops to encourage participants to learn new crafts and heritage skills and
lessons for living. Madison County Association
for Home and Community Education has dedicated itself to sharing our many talents by making
Linus Blankets for children in hospitals, care bears,
turbans for cancer patients, helmet liners for soldiers as well as donating non-perishable items for
food pantries and clothing/household items for
H.I.S. KIDS and Women’s Oasis as well as other
agency involvement. We have 15 HCE Units in
Madison County; if you would like to find a HCE
Club in your area, contact Joyce at 656-1331 or Vi
at 254-0368.

work is that it is often engaging in conversations. “While he was sculpting them
before and they looked like they were talking,
now he’s using photography,” Bly explained.
“He’s using his own body and setting up a
camera with a tripod, taking multiple pictures
of himself and then compiling all of those pictures in Photoshop, a computer program, to
make a collage of five Jacks sitting at a table.
He’ll work in costume and he becomes these
different characters at times.”
“For me, it seems like he’s acting out from
the dialog that happened in his work from
the 1980s in photography form,” Bly added.
“His photography is printed on wood which
gives it a multi-media experience. It’s rather
interesting.”
Snail Scott’s work featured in the show is
primarily 3D sculpture. “Her earliest work
were figurines similar to Jack’s – larger in
their scale – they are sometimes 16 to 18

The book is part history, part
mythology, with an ugly dragon thrown in for good measure. It
was later published in 24 countries
and was generally well received.
It also earned him a certificate of
recognition from the U.S. House of
Representatives.
“That and two dollars will get you
a cup of coffee,” he says.
Several other writings followed, including, in 2012, “Gulag
#7 The Authorized Biography of
Karl Lawrenz.” Lawrenz had
been working as a greeter at the
Highland Walmart when Schwend
says Lawrenz approached him and
insisted that he write the story of
his life.
The book starts with Lawrenz’s
birth in Pomerania, Germany and
ends with his retirement in Highland.
The focus is on Lawrenz’s imprisonment in a Siberian Gulag during
World War II, starting at age 15.
Translating 48 pages of Pomeranian
dialect took Schwend the entire
winter. It was especially difficult
because the language often combines
several German words into one. “I
had a heck of a time because I had to
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The thefts are reported to have
happened on Oct. 25, 2013, when
Walker allegedly stole a Vizio television, valued at over $300 and on
Nov. 8, 2013, when Walker is alleged
to have stolen two Sony televisions
with a total value of over $300.
Walker is not currently in custody, but
a warrant has been issued for his arrest.
Bond is set at $35,000.
The Madison County State’s
Attorney also charged Amaris Joyner,
20, of 764 Puma Boulevard, Apt.
65302, Edwardsville, and Sherisse
Cummings, 20 of 405 Cougar

inches tall made of ceramic but also cast in
bronze,” Bly noted. “They are very clear as
being figures even in their abstraction. They
take on sort of like an animal-like quality to
them. They are humanoid but also animal in
the way that they look.”
Snail developed her original work into
what she calls her armature series which are
arms that are displaced away from the body.
“It’s a combination of the human arm in its
natural state combined with the mechanical
or abstract elements,” Bly said. “What she
doesn’t show often is the work leading up
to that about 15 years ago being her full
figurines that are sitting in like a crouched
position. For me the arm is an element from
those earlier figures that she pulled and that
she found really interesting. And maybe leaving the entire figure behind and just using the
arm as subject matter brought more of a point
of focus to that part of the anatomy.”

break the words down into individual words,” he said.
Recently Schwend finished a children’s book that he hopes will be
published soon. “It’s about a magical
switch,” he says. “It’s a dark sucker
switch. You throw the switch and it
sucks up all the darkness.”
Over the years, he says, writing
has been a creative release.
At the moment, Schwend says he
is working on seven different books,
including a reference manual for
home-made wine and cordials, more
commonly known as liqueurs.
Schwend and his wife, Dolores,
live on wooded land just south of
Lower Marine Road, near Highland.
Over the years, he has become something of Renaissance man, raising
Shiitake and Maitake mushrooms,
keeping bees, and making his own
wine, cordials and mead. Sometimes
he chops and splits wood. Their
home is heated with a wood boiler,
which he supplements with a furnace when necessary.
Each year the Schwends take on
a project. One year it was building
a gazebo. On a recent morning, he
conducted a phone interview from
the glass-enclosed structure, which
he has air conditioned and heated.
It is built so that music can be piped
out to the carport area.
“We can sit out here and watch the
deer,” he says.
Villlage, Apt. 1B, Edwardsville, with
alleged felony retail theft on Sept. 22.
According to Zarr, the Glen Carbon
Police were called to Walmart in
response to a retail theft at 7:51 p.m.
on Sept. 19.
Upon arrival, Walmart loss prevention told an officer that two suspects allegedly attempted to exit the
store with a cartload of items without paying for them.
The suspects were identified as
Joyner and Cummings and were
taken into custody at the scene.
Joyner has a preliminary hearing
with Judge Richard Tognarelli on
Oct. 10 and Cummings has a preliminary hearing with Judge Kyle Napp
on Oct. 10.
Bond for both is set at $30,000.

“Spark and Flame” begins tonight with an
opening reception from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and
runs through Nov. 7 at the Edwardsville Arts
Center located at 6165 Center Grove Rd. in
Edwardsville. EAC hours are from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Wednesday through Friday, 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. Saturday and is closed Sunday through
Tuesday.
Concurrently, the art made by EHS Art students and EHS Advanced Placement Art students will be showing in the DeToye Student
Gallery at EAC. Bly felt the main gallery
show would be especially of interest to these
budding artists as inspiration to seeking a
career in art. “Students who go in to see their
work might see a sense of hope in looking
at the main gallery. These are artists who
have been working for so long and to see the
development is both challenging and hopeful
to the high school students to be in the same
room,” Bly said.

